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Abstract– This paper shows that automata formalism is applied as data struc-
ture and running system models to express time control in the evaluation
process. Therefore, at the implementation level, new questionnaires descrip-
tion language and evaluation system architecture are introduced for time
control over questionnaires, in translating the automata structure, respec-
tively, in the XML and client-server environments. Moreover, the automata
formalism is extended and enriched with the concept of attributes in order
to evaluate time at each automata state (or test).
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we show that time control can be integrated in the
automata formalism designed for an educational evaluation pro-
cess. We introduce new questionnaire description language and
evaluation system architecture in translating the automata struc-
ture, respectively, in the XML and client-server environments.

Most of evaluation platforms ([1, 2, 3, 4] and [5]), introduce
new tests description languages that are presentation oriented.
They offer many tools to create and present tests that are not
based on a conceptual model. Therefore, evaluation character-
istics like scoring and time control are partially integrated in the
tests languages without any formal proofs. On the other hand,
the XML environment is the best to implement educational tests
([6, 7], and [8]) because it offers the techniques of XSL style
sheets to present XML documents and the DOM interface to ma-
nipulate XML documents in Web pages. For this reason, we are
interested to define a conceptual model for the evaluation pro-
cess, to study the integration of the evaluation characteristics at
the conceptual level and finally to implement it in the XML en-
vironment. Our conceptual model for the evaluation process is
based on the automata formalism.

We recall that automata structures contain several components;
different states, a transition function, and an output function. We
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make use of this structure to model an educational evaluation pro-
cess which is based on tests and walking strategies over those
tests. In [9], tests are translated into states, and walking strategies
into transition functions. Now, time control on tests and walking
strategies can be integrated in an automata structure in different
ways. It can be attributed to either the states, or the transition
function, or the output function. In some cases, time control has
to be described in terms of attributes attached to states, similar
to attributes associated with nonterminals in the concept of at-
tributed grammar, introduced by [10] for automatic generation of
compilers for programming languages. On the pedagogical level,
time control is defined by a) associating duration either with a
question or with an entire questionnaire, and by b) comparing the
duration the learner takes to answer a question with the duration
of tests or of the questionnaire.

In the first case, only the duration value, which is static infor-
mation, is integrated into the test structure. A test therefore be-
comes a triplet constituted by a question, a set of responses and a
duration. Time control is then used to check whether the learner
exceeds the defined duration of a given test or not – what is taken
into consideration in the determination of the next test. In order to
be able to do that, we have considered three temporal operators:
before, after and any. Additionally, these three temporal opera-
tors have been integrated into the alphabet of the automata which
is the Cartesian product of the power set of responses and the set
of the temporal operators. This means that time control on each
test is associated with the transition function of the automata.

In the second case, when duration is associated with the en-
tire questionnaire, the problem can be solved by introducing the
new concept of attributed automata; a variable attribute called
“duration” is associated with each state of the automata, and the
learner’s answer duration is attributed to the automata’s output
function. Therefore, at each transition from state t to state t’, the
value of the duration attribute of the state t’ is calculated in terms
of the duration attribute of the state t and the output function.

We note that there are some conceptual models for assessment
in general like in ([11, 12, 13] & [14]), but as we know, there
are no studies in the field of modeling time control in assessment
process.
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This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 illus-
trates the approach by using a quiz example. Section 3 studies the
problem of time control by setting a duration for each test, while
section 4 deals with the problem of setting a duration for the en-
tire questionnaire. Section 5 proposes an implementation for our
automata model with integrated time control for both cases. The
conclusion finally discusses the obtained results and the advan-
tages of the approach.

2. Modeling Questionnaires by Automata

In E-learning domain, automata are used to describe the ques-
tionnaire structure. The states structure implements the tests
components whereas the graph of tests is represented by the tran-
sition function. Here, automata play the role of data structure in
comparison of the abstract machine role assumed by automata in
compiler theory. Now, we are going to give the automata formal
description of the questionnaire structure. Let Q be the set of
questions and R the set of responses. We define the set of tests T
by Q × P(R) where P(R) is the power set of R and × is the Carte-
sian product. Then, an automaton for questionnaire is defined
by:

A=< Σ, T, t0, F, δ> where

- Σ =P(R), is the input alphabet,
- T = Q × P(R) is the set of states,
- t0 is an element of T and the initial state,
- F is the set of terminal states and is a subset of T,
- δ is the transition function: δ : T × P(R)→ T.

Example 1: We consider the example of questionnaire on the
comprehension of the concept of “pointer” in the programming
language given in [15]. The list of tests comprises:

Tests Questions Answers
t0 q0 : what is the best defi-

nition for a pointer ?
r1 : a pointer is a variable
r2 : a pointer is an ad-
dress
r3 : a pointer is a function

t1 q1 : what is the type of a
pointer variable?

r4 : a memory address
r5 : it depends on the
pointed object type

t2 q2 : can we use a variable
by giving its location in
memory?

r6 : true
r7 : false

t3 q3 : can we store one
variable into another?

r8 : true
r9 : false

t f final :

We consider a walking strategy that works in the following
way: if the learner’s answer is wrong, he or she is sent into a loop
of questions (questions t2, t3 and t0), given a chance (question t1)
to advance if his answer is quite correct. This strategy is repre-
sented by the graph in figure 1 and the corresponding automaton
is A=< {t0, t1, t2, t3, t f }, { r1, . . . , r9}, t0, { t f }, δ> where δ is given
in table 1.

Table 1. The transition function.

Function δ t0 t1 t2 t3 t f

r1 t f

r2 t1

r3 t2

r4 t2

r5 t f

r6 t3

r7 t3

r8 t0

r9 t0

3. Local Time Control

In the local time control, we fix a duration by test and we try
to implement it in the automata model. We consider time control
as a component of the evaluation process. Time control must
therefore intervene in the transition function which determines
the advancement from one test to the next.

Let t=(q,{r1, . . . , rq}) be a test where q is the question and r1,
. . . , rq are some possible responses to the question q, and m its au-
thorized duration. There are three possible cases when we present
the test t to a learner:

• Case 1: the learner gives the correct answer ri before the
expiration of the duration m.

• Case 2: the learner gives the correct answer ri after the ex-
piration of the duration m.

• Case 3: the learner gives the wrong answer ri before or after
the expiration of the duration m.

Let us consider the example of the above quiz by giving a tran-
sition for each of the above three cases:

• Case 1: the learner gives the correct answer r1 for the test t0
before the expiration of the authorized duration m0 (associ-
ated with t0), then the system goes to the test t f .

• Case 2: the learner gives the correct answer r1 for the test
t0 after the expiration of the authorized duration m0 (associ-
ated with t0), then the system goes to the test t1.

• Case3: the learner gives the wrong answer r3 for the test t0
before or after the expiration of the duration m0 (associated
with t0), then the system goes to the test t2.

On the formal level, we have three temporal operators before,
after and any that correspond respectively to case1, case2, and
case3. These operators express the duration of the learner’s an-
swer compared to the authorized duration.

The solution for implementing time control is to integrate :

• the duration in the state (or test) structure and,
• the temporal operators in the transition function of the au-

tomata.

Let Q be the set of questions, R the set of responses and M be
the set of durations such that to each question q of Q there an as-
sociated duration m in M. Then, T=Q×P(R)×M is the set of tests.
Let and θ = {before, after, any} is the set of temporal operators.
Therefore, the automaton for local time control becomes:
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{r1}

{r6}|{r7}

{r8}|{r9}
  {r3}

t2= (q2,{r6,r7})   t3= (q3,{r8,r9})

{r2}

t0=(q0,{r1,r2,r3}) t f= (final, )

t1 =(q1,{r4,r5})

{r4}

{r5}

Fig. 1. The graph of tests.

Table 2. Automata transitions.

Input / State→ ↓ t0 t1 t2 t3 t f

(r2,before) t1
(r4,before) t2
(r7,after) t3

(r8,before) t0
(r1,before) t f

A=< Q × P(R) ×M, P( R) × θ, t0, F, δ> .

We notice that the input of the automata is an element of the
alphabet P( R) × θ that is a pair of a subset of responses and a
temporal operator. This means that learners are judged not only
by their answers but also by the time they take to answer the tests.

Example 2: Let us consider the quiz definition in example 1 with
M={60,40,. . . ,40,0} as a set of durations. The automaton A = <∑

,T, t0 , T f , δ > will be the following:

-
∑

=P({r0, . . . , r9}) × {before, after, any} is the alphabet
- T = {t0, t1, t2, t3, t f } is the set of states
- t0is the initial state
- T f = { t f } is the set of terminal states
- δ is given by the graph in figure 2.

During an evaluation session, the learner advances through the
tests in the following order : t0, t1, t2, t3, t0, t f (figure 2), and
answers respectively with r2,r4, r7, r8, and r1; the duration for r2is
50, 35 for r4, 50 for r7, 35 for r8and 50 for r1. This provides the
following input values for the automaton (r2,before), (r4,before),
(r7,after), (r8,before) and (r1,before). The path from the first test
to the last one is expressed by automata transitions, and when
using temporal operators we get the array in table 2.

4. Global Time Control

In global time control, a total duration is set for the entire
questionnaire that concerns all tests. When the learner answers a
given test, this total duration will be decremented by the time that
he or she has taken to answer the test. To do this calculation to
the level of every test, one must keep information on the remain-
ing time during the transitions between tests. This information is
calculated at every transition after the learner gave his answer to

the current test. Then, one proposes a solution that answers two
questions:

where to place information on the remaining time?

how to calculate the remaining time in link with the transitions of
the automaton?

The solution consists in:

• associating an attribute to every test (or state of the automa-
ton),

• using the output function to express the remaining time at
each transition,

• defining a mechanism of calculation that works with transi-
tions (see figure 3),

• starting the calculation after initialization of the attribute of
the initial test. The initial value is the global duration of the
questionnaire.

In order to describe the global time control, we need to give an
extension of the automata formalism, applied to the evaluation
domain, by introducing the new concept of attributes. In the new
formalism, we describe, at the same time, the local and the global
time control. Let be the following:

• Q is a set of questions,
• R is a set of responses,
• M is a set of local durations associated with tests,
• θ is a set of temporal operators,
• globalDuration is the duration associated with the whole

questionnaire.

An attributed automaton is an 8-uplet :

A = <
∑

, T, t0, T f , δ, Λ, λ, ATT, E > where:

• ∑
=P( R) × θ is the alphabet,

• T = Q × P( R ) ×M is the set of states (or tests),
• t0is the initial state,
• T f is the set of terminal states,
• δ is the transition function δ : T × ∑ → T,
• λ is the output function, λ : T × ∑ → {reals}
• λ(t,(r, α)) = d is the time taken by a learner to give the re-

sponse r to the test t,
• ATT = {rTime} is the set of attributes, and rTime represents

the remaining time at the level of tests,
• E is a set of attributes equations defined by :
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t0= (q0,{ r1, r2, r3},60) tf= (final, , 0)

t1= (q1,{ r4, r5},40)

t2= (q2,{ r6, r7},40)
t3= (q3,{ r8, r9},40)

(r1, before)

(r5, before)

(r4, any) 

(r5, after)
(r6, any) (r7, any)

(r8, any)

(r9, any)

(r1, after)

(r2, before)

(r2, after) 

(r3, any)

Fig. 2. Graph of tests.

test t test t'Transition

rTime rTime
Attributes calculation

Fig. 3. A transition with attributes calculation.

• t0.rTime= globalDuration, is the remaining time asso-
ciated with t0,

• for a transition δ(t, (r, α)) = t’ and λ (t,(r, α))=d, the
remaining time at the test t’ is given by :

t’. rTime = t. rTime – d où
t’. rTime and t. rTime represent, respectively, the
remaining time of the tests t and t’.

On the implementation level, the function λ runs as a chronome-
ter. It starts when the system presents a new test to the learner
and stops or determines the value d when the learner sends the
answer r to the test t.

Note that this formalism is rather general, and that one can set
a duration for each test and a total duration for the entire ques-
tionnaire at the same time. The following example illustrates the
concept behind the formalism.

Example: Let us consider the same evaluation session as in sec-
tion 3. Suppose that the total duration for the entire question-
naire is 300. That will be the initial value for the attribute d of
the test t0. The values of the function λ are λ(t0,(r2,before)) =

50, λ(t1,(r4,before)) = 35, λ(t2,(r7,after)) = 50, λ(t3,(r8,before))
= 35 and λ(t0,(r1,before)) = 50. Following the same path, the
calculation of the attribute d is given by the table 2.

5. The Implementation

The attributed automata formalism is a model for question-
naires structure and evaluation systems architecture. Therefore,
it is translated in two different environments. The attributed au-
tomata formalism is translated into a DTD in the XML environ-
ment in order to introduce a new questionnaires description lan-
guage, while the transition function is implemented in the client-
server environment in terms of an evaluation system.

First, we want to show the syntax of the questionnaires de-
scription language. Also, we explain the implementation of the

durations in local and global time controls. The automaton at-
tribute d (representing duration for a test) attached to a state can
be considered as an attribute of an element “state” when trans-
lated into XML [9]. On the other hand, the total duration can be
considered as an attribute of the root element “< automata> ”. In
that way, the XML implementation is reduced to a general DTD
that covers both the case of attributing durations to single tests
and the case of assigning a total duration for the entire question-
naire. The durations are represented as components of tests, and
the temporal operators as parameters in the transition function.
The new questionnaires description language, called Automata
Markup Language or AML, is given by the following DTD:

< !– The automata –>
< !ELEMENT automata(states, initialState, terminalStates,

delta, lambda>
< !ATTLIST automata globalDuration (#PCDATA)>
< !ELEMENT states (state+)>
< !ELEMENT state (question, responses, duration)>
< !ATTLIST state id ID #IMPLIED>
< !ATTLIST state rTime (#PCDATA)>
< !ELEMENT question (#PCDATA)>
< !ATTLIST question id ID #IMPLIED>
< !ELEMENT responses (response+)>
< !ELEMENT response (#PCDATA)>
< !ATTLIST response id ID #IMPLIED>
< !ELEMENT duration (#PCDATA)>
< !ELEMENT refState (EMPTY)>
< !ATTLIST refstate idState IDREF #IMPLIED>
< !ELEMENT refResponse (EMPTY)>
< !ATTLIST refResponse idResponse IDREF #IMPLIED>

< !– The initial state –>
< !ELEMENT initialState (refState)>

< !– The set of terminal states –>
< !ELEMENT terminalStates (refState+)>
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Table 3. Automaton transitions and attributes calculation.

State→
Attribute→
Input
↓

t0
t0.rTime=300

t1
t1.rTime

t2
t2.rTime

t3
t3.rTime

t f

t f .rTime

(r2,before) t1
t1.rTime=300-50=250

(r4,before) t2
t2.rTime=250-35=215

(r7,after) t3
t3.rTime=215-50=165

(r8,before) t0
t0.rTime=165-35=130

(r1,before) t f

t f .rTime=130-50=80

< !– The transition function delta–>
< !ELEMENT delta (transition+)>
< !ELEMENT transition (orignState, (label+, targetState)* )>
< !ELEMENT orignState (refState)>
< !ELEMENT targetState (refState)>
< !ELEMENT label (refResponse+, temporalOp)>
< !ENTITY % E temporalOp “before | after | any” >
< !ELEMENT temporalOp (%E temporalOp;)>

< !– The output function lambda–>
< !ELEMENT lambda (l transition+)>
< !ELEMENT l transition (originState,

(refResponse+,time)*>
< !ELEMENT time (#PCDATA)>

The document corresponding to the automata given in sections
3 and 4, with respect to the DTD, is:

< !– The automata –>
< automata globalDuration=”300”>

< !– The set of states –>
< states>
< state id=”t0” rTime=””>
< question id=”q1”>
what is the best definition for a pointer?
< /question>
< responses>
< response id=”r1”> a pointer is a variable < /response>
< response id=”r2”> a pointer is an address< /response>
< response id=”r3”> a pointer is a function< /response>
< /responses>
< duration> 60< /duration>
< /state>
. . .
< state id=”tf” rTime =””> < question> < /question>
< responses> < /responses> < duration> 0< /duration>
< /state>
< /states>

< !– the walking strategy: initial state, set of terminal states
and transition function –>
< !– The initial state –>
< initialState> < refState idState=”t0” /> < /initialState>

< !– The set of terminal states –>
< terminalStates> < refState idState=”tf” /> <

/terminalStates>
< !– The function delta –>
< delta>
< transition> < originState> < refState idState=”t0”/>
< /originState>
< label>
< refResponse idResponse=”r1”/>
< timeOp> before< /timeOp>
< /label>
< targetState> < refState idState=”tf”/> < /targetState>
< /transition>
. . .
< /delta>

< !– The function lambda –>
< lambda> < l transition> < originState>
< refState idState=”t0”/> < /originState> < /l transition>
. . .
< /lambda>
< /automata>

Now, we give the design of an evaluation system by imple-
menting the automata transition function in the client-server en-
vironment. Figure 4 shows the correspondence between the au-
tomata formalism and the learner system interaction.

This evaluation system manages an AML document for a ques-
tionnaire, extracts the initial test, presents it to the learner, takes
the learner’s answers, makes a transition from the current test to
a next one depending on the answers and calculates the attribute
’rTime’. Then, the evaluation system is composed of two im-
portant server modules, called initialization and transitions (see
Figure 5).

The ’initialization’ module realizes the following operations:

• loads the questionnaire into the server memory,
• set the attribute ’rTime’ of the initial test ’t0’ to the value of

the attribute ’globalDuration’ of the questionnaire,
• presents the initial test ’t0’ to the learner.

The ’Transitions’ module makes the following operations:
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test t Evaluation

System
learner

next test t’

answer rt

The current state t
The transition function 

An input rt for

the state t
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Fig. 4. Correspondence between evaluation system and automata.
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Fig. 5. The evaluation system

• determines the next test according to the current one and the
learner answers

• evaluates the attribute ’rTime’ of the next test.

We have realized an automaton based evaluation system under
the ASP and XML technologies. The two server modules, ’Ini-

tialization’ and ’Transitions’, are written in ASP and VBScript
and use the DOM interface for manipulating of the questionnaires
documents. The tests presentations are made by applying XSL
style sheets to the XML sequences of tests. The generated HTML
documents for tests integrate a timing function that realizes the
automata output function.
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an automaton model to de-
scribe evaluation process and to integrate time control in a formal
way. This formalism is used as a data structure model for ques-
tionnaires structure and as an evaluation systems architecture. It
can be viewed as a standard for questionnaires structures that is
complementary to the IMS standard for tests structure.

We think that automata model can be applied to other mod-
ules of an E-learning platform, like LCMS (Learning and
Content management system), and then allows conceiving a
whole E-learning platform running as an automata transition
function.
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